
2018 WHITE WINE
‘WHITE CAP’

ABOUT OUR ‘WHITE CAP’ WHITE WINE
Our 'White Cap' takes inspiration from the white wine blends traditionally produced in the Rhône Valley of France. Relying on Viognier’s aromatic 
structure, balanced with Marsanne, Roussanne, and Grenache Blanc which bring their own big, juicy, fruit flavors and lively textures. Depending on 
each harvest and growing season, the exact composition of our blend changes, but it is always built on a foundation of Grenache Blanc and Viognier. 
All grapes were whole-cluster direct-pressed prior to a long, cool fermentation in a combination of stainless steel and neutral French oak barrels. 
Each individual barrel was stirred daily, and malolactic fermentation was inhibited, which results in a crisp, lush wine. Lastly, the wine was barrel-aged 
for 150 days in a combination of stainless steel and 100% neutral French oak barrels.

WINEMAKER NOTES
Floral aromas on the nose suggesting lemon verbena, orange blossom and honeycomb. Big fruitiness follows, reinforced by peach, pineapple, ginger, 
and tangerine, is followed by pleasant lemony oil acidity.

TECHNICAL INFORMATION
•         VINEYARD(S) : Morro View, Jorian Hill, and Camp 4 Vineyards
•         FARMING : Sustainable
•         ABV : 14.5%
•         AVA :  Central Coast
•         VARIETALS : 60% Grenache Blanc, 25% Viognier, 10% Marsanne and 5% Roussane
•         PRODUCTION : 307 Cases
•         FIRST VINTAGE : 2017

ABOUT NEIGHBORHOOD WINERY
To introduce creative, playful natural wines. 
Neighborhood Winery specializes in interesting, zippy, fun cuvées–both daring and traditional–that push the boundaries of conventional wine flavor pro-
files. The brand focuses on natural winemaking practices, refraining from including any additives, chemicals, or applying conventional winemaking tools, 
and spotlights the fresh Central California-grown grapes. The grapes are intentionally harvested early in the season, producing youthful and lively wines 
with whimsical textures and a fresh essence. Neighborhood Winery’s rainbow of varietals and crafted blends are truly alive, intended for each bottle to 
uniquely evolve.
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